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Abstract

We have studied the formation of auroral electron fluxes induced by a field aligned dc

electric field in the presence of plasma wave turbulence. The effect of the wave spectral shape

on the production rate has been considered. This acceleration scheme was modelled by the

weak turbulence approach. The electron fluxes for narrow and broad band spectra, in the case

of low and high phase velocities, are calculated, and it is found as a general feature, for all

modes, that their enhancement is larger the weaker the background electric field, while for its

absolute enhancement it is just the opposite. The electron fluxes are enhanced by many

orders of magnitude over that without turbulence. It is also shown that the modes enhance the

runaway production rate via their Cherenkov dissipation, and that a synergetic effect occurs in

the enhancement when more than one mode turbulent is present in the acceleration region.



1. Introduction

The particle acceleration in cosmic plasmas has been under consideration for

decades [Alfven and Carlqvist, 1967; Kulsrud et al., 1973; Kaplan and Tsytovich,

1973; Hasegawa, 1976; Kennel and Coroniti, 1977; Carlqvist, 1979; Vlahos and

Papadopoulos, 1979; Melrose, 1980; Mozer et al., 1980; Sharp etal., 1980; Hollweg,

1981; Alfven, 1982; Goertz and Ip, 1982; Holman, 1985; Moghaddam - Taaheri et

al., 1985; Borovsky, 1986; Melrose, 1986; Hasegawa, 1987; Moghaddam - Taaheri

and Vlahos, 1987; Takakura, 1987a,b; Bryant, 1989 ; Moghaddam - Taaheri et al.,

1989; Falthammar, 1989a,b; Batchelor and Hindsley, 1991; Benka, 1991; Fung and

Hoffman, 1991; de Assis et al., 1991b; Otani and Silberstein, 1991; Das and Ip, 1992;

Fedorenko, 1992; Peratt, 1992; Borovsky, 1992; Bryant et al., 1992; Chian, 1992;

Fraix - Burnet, 1992; Stainacker and Miller, 1992; Melrose, 1993; de Assis and de

Azevedo, 1993; Fedorenko, 1993; Gopalswamy, 1993b; Gopalswamy and Kundu,

1993a; Bryant, 1994; de Assis and Leubner, 1994; Chian, 1995; Dendy et al., 1995].

For the sake of more complete bulk of references on this subject, see, also the

references cited in these papers in special Mozer et al. [1980], Borovsky [1986],

Falthammar [1989a,b], Borovsky [1992], Peratt [1992], Melrose [1993], Bryant,

1994; de Assis and Leubner [1994], Dendy et al. [1995], and Mozer et al.[1997]. In

special, this subject is of paramount importance for space weather forecast when one

is dealing with auroral plasmas, see for instance: Borovsky[1992], Bryant[1992],

Borovsky[1993], Bryant[1994] Khotyaintsev et al. [2000], and references therein.

Two approaches widely used in the literature to access the auroral acceleration

pattern are: acceleration due to the wave-particle resonant interactions [Landau

damping, transit-time magnetic pumping, and cyclotron damping], and acceleration

due to non-resonant electrostatic electric/magnetic field - particle interaction [double-



layer and magnetic reconnection]. In general, the use in the literature, of the former

and latter models are mutually excludents, and due to this, some controversies arise

since some authors find more suitable to explain the observations using the first model

[acceleration by turbulence] [Bryant, 1992; Bryant, 1994], while the other group prefer

the second one [Borovsky, 1992]. However, satellite and rocket observations show

that turbulence and dc electric field structures co-exist in auroral plasmas, and

therefore, in order to gain new insights on this problem, it is necessary not only to

consider the direct acceleration by waves or the direct acceleration by

electrostatic/magnetostatic field structures, but to combine both process in one model.

In this paper, we avoid to discuss the controversies [Borovsky, 1992; Bryant,

1992] related to the most suitable approach to explain the auroral electron acceleration

observations. Instead of this, we work in an alternative model, where we take into

account both effects, on the electron distribution function analysis: the turbulence

crated by the wave spectra and the dc electric field created by the double-layer. With

this new model, we can access some new important features of the auroral electron

acceleration pattern, not possible to be modelled by the approaches used by Bryant

[1992] and Borovsky [1992]. These aspects are: (1) how the accelerated auroral

electron flux behaves when both are present: the static electric fields and wave

turbulence; (2) what is the effect of the wave spectral shape on the electron flux? (3)

when more than one wave mode is present, what is the effect on the flux?; (4) is there

any synergetic effect on the electron fluxes due to multiple type wave turbulence?; (5)

which mode is more effective to create the fast electrons? (6) is this acceleration

scheme effective in aurora or in general magnetosphere? (7) which kind of signature

we expect to observe, due this combined acceleration?



This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the basic equations

and discuss the model. In section 3, the electron flux is calculated. The discussions of

the numerical results are presented in section 4. Finally, in section 5, we our

conclusions and remarks.

2. Quasilinear Approach

To determine the runaway production rate of interest here, in the presence of

wave turbulence, we consider as a first simple model, a singly ionized plasma,

situated in a constant background dc electric field aligned with the ambient auroral

magnetic field. The wave plasma turbulence is modelled by a quasilinear weak

turbulence operator [Davidson, 1971].

Here, only modes damped by the Cherenkov interaction [co^ =k,,vll and
k

En,Bu * 0] will be considered [de Assis and Tsui, 1991a; Stix and Swanson, 1984].

Following Kulsrud et al. [1973], Akhiezer et al. [1975], Hasegawa and Mima

[1978], Hasegawa [1987], de Assis and de Azevedo [1993], and Dendy et al. [1995],

we can write the basic equation for our model as:

eE
D(y.,t)-Z-f{v.,t)

+ —

( l )

where f(v^,t) is the time averaged electron distribution function, which evolves in

the slow time scale due to the turbulence, collisions, and the background dc electric

field. The terms: D(v/nt), E/n v(yn)vin v(yu)v\e, vthe, e, and me are the quasilinear

wave diffusion coefficient, the magnetic field aligned dc electric field, the friction



term, the collisional diffusion, the electrons thermal speed, the eletron's charge, the

electron's mass, respectively. To use equation (1) to access the different types of

wave turbulence, one should just change the diffusion coefficient accordingly to the

wave polarization.

From this part on, we will use the following abbreviations: lower hybrid wave

(LHW); kinetic Alfven wave (KAW), fast magnetosonic wave (FMW), ion whistler

wave (IWW), electromagnetic ion fcyclotron wave (EMICW), upper hybrid wave

(UHW) and electron whistler wave (EWW).

Model for the Wave Power Spectrum

In order to obtain the real power deposition profile and the wave spectral

energy distribution consistently, one has to solve the spatial problem of excitation,

propagation, and absorption of the plasma modes in the plasma geometry under

consideration, also in an open system as it is in space. This can be a rather

complicated task, and it has not yet been solved for any plasma mode in aurora, self-

consistently. Consequently, it is in order to treat the diffusion coefficient D with a

certain degree of freedom. Since the wave equation is local, i.e., algebraic in k -

space, it is clear that the absence of any nonlinear instability the stationary wave

spectrum U(k) will be different from zero only in that region of k - space where the

source term is different from zero. The same consideration, in this way, holds for the

diffusion coefficient, which will stay, all the time localised within its initial bounds.

The final enhancement of the runaway production rate will depend,

consequently, on the shape and strength of D within the interval Av,,, hence the

quasilinear coupling is disregarded. In this way, all the relevant information has been



concentrated on the three parameters Avj, S and D. It is clear on intuitive grounds

that if D is large enough, more precisely; D » Dc, Dc is the collisional diffusion,

which is true here since the plasma is collisionless, even the detailed shape of D(y^)

is immaterial because the diffusive flattening of the distribution function saturates

when D dominates over the collisional drag. The same is true if the electric field is

too strong where the waves will not play an important role in the acceleration; we will

discuss more about these subjects later in this paper. In general, in cosmic plasmas,

this situation, D » Dc, almost always holds, unless one is modelling lower planetary

ionosphere/stellar atmospheres, since due to the low collisionality of the target

plasma, even with a very weak power source, after some time, the plateau state of the

distribution function will be reached in the resonance region. One can thus derive, by

considering the continuous wave pumping, the term D(v^). The wave spectrum U(k)

can be assumed constant in a certain finite volume in k - space, the electron diffusion

coefficient for the Cherenkov damped mode can be written as [Akhiezer et al., 1975]:

D = D0S(v,,)

D = 0 elsewhere

where Do is related to the spectral energy density of the mode. The actual

dependence on v,, of S, is related to the knowledge of the mode under study and on

the precise dependence on k, of the spectral energy density. Following Akhiezer et

al.[1975], one can obtain the following shapes: LHW: 5(V||) = v^3, FMW:

5(v||) = v,-4; IWW: 5(v.) = v ' 3 ; KAW: 5(v.) = vpi(vA
2 /v,,2 - l ) " a , where



a = 0,-1/2 and j 8 = l , 0 ; EMICWW: 5(vy) = l. Note that for KAW we present

three different shape functions 5 , the reason is to show for this mode how the

different shapes affect the runaway production rate. The first value given is S = 1,

which is obtained considering the most simple situation of constant diffusion, the

second case is obtained if one considers the wave pumping constant, and the latter

case is when one assumes a Gaussian [Moghaddam-Taaheri et al., 1989], for the wave

energy spectrum. For the EMICWW, since the Cherenkov damping is small, and the

dependence on vB is more complicated, we assume the simplest situation which still

gives results not far from the one using a real shape function S(v^).

Here, the wave spectrum was prescribed a priori and not obtained self -

consistently with the distribution function therefore, a direct relation between the

strength of the wave source involved and the runaway production rate is not possible.

In order to access this information, the exact spectral form of the external source that

generates the modes had to be known and then, the self - consistent solution of the

quasilinear system would provide the wanted information [de Assis and de Azevedo,

1993]. With our model, we can access now the information on how the presence of

the modes enhance the runaway flux over that without the waves (D = 0), how much

of it is possible for a given D, when the enhancement process saturates, how the size

of the resonance width and the spectral shape affect it, and how the different modes

present in the acceleration region can affect the production rate. These are the

information we propose to access here. Thus, to avoid complications that do not

change much the scenario, we leave the very complex self - consistent problem for a

future work. This would mean to study carefully how the auroral wave spectrum is

created by a given external source that can be: non-linear instabilities, beams of



electrons and/or ions, gradient instabilities, resonant mode conversion. The dc electric

field term was modelled by the operator [Kulsrud et al., 1973]

^a/Bv, (3)

Note that with this term equation(l) must be complemented with a source

term, since an stationary distribution function involving a loss of particles at infinity

implies an equivalent source at v,, = 0 . With no source the distribution function

would be depleted which is of course a possible situation, in some cases. With this

consideration in mind, the "steady - state" situation can be assumed for equation (1),

in the earth's auroral region this means that the electrons accelerated in the double-

layer-turbulence region, and lost to the auroral ionosphere [forming the auroras], are

replaced by the magnetospheric electrons [incoming distribution function - normally

half-maxwellian], so that the stationary - state is preserved, for some time. We have to

use this mathematical conjecture to find the electron flux since in this situation, where

particle are lost at v,, = +°° , the distribution function is not normalizable.



3. Electron Flux

Considering the steady-state regime [— = 0], and after some algebra,
at

equation (1) can be written as follows [de Assis and de Azevedo, 1993]:

dv\\

A.

v(v.)
dVn

)-r-/(v») (3)

where A is a source term and <5(v/;) is the Dirac's delta distribution. In the above

equation, A should be interpreted as the electron flux induced by the dc electric field

[Elt ] assisted by the wave turbulence [D(v ; /)]. The auroral emission is related to A,

and so this is the important quantity to be calculated.

After introducing the step function H(x) [— H{x) = S(x) ] in the source term
dx

A [ A8(x) => A—H(x)}, in equation (3), all terms are total derivatives with respect
dx

to v,., and can then be immediately integrated to yield,

(4)

where a convenient regrouping of terms has been carried out. In equation (4):

n(V||) = V||V(V||) + e£j|/m, and ©(vj) = D(V||) + v(V||)v,^. In order to determine the

constant of integration C, we consider the limit Vj —> +oo, where H(y^) is equal to

unity, df(v»)/dv« and as well as v(v,,) are equal to zero. Hence, (4) becomes



eE«
(5)

The term on the left-hand side of (5) is the flux of the runaway electrons, which in the

steady - state must be equal to the source constant A. Consequently, consistency

requires that the integration constant C be zero. As a consequence, the general

solution of (4) is

/(v,) = /(0)M (v,)
vJlJV(M,i )

du
(6)

Where

-du

And

The result (6) remains still valid if C and v are taken to be the generalized

functions (in order to model all regimes, from collisional to collisionless).

(7)

10



D(vB) = 5(v1 |)[H(v |-v | 1)-H(vB-v1 2)J

To gain information about the runaway production rate A, we consider the

result

where use has been made of (6) in order to eliminate /(V|) in favour of A. Note that

0 O | | )=&KAW O|| ) + &LHW (VH ||

|| || @ACDM (V|| )

meaning that in ©(v,,), the wave diffusion contribution has to be changed according

to the wave mode under consideration. From now on we will set ©EVW(V|,) = 0 and

®ACDM (v||) = 0 ' where ACDM means any other auroral mode [not described in the

beginning of this paper] inducing electron diffusion in velocity space, via Cherenkov

interaction.

Considering the trivial case Do = 0 (no turbulence), we recover the expression

for the runaway production rate in the absence of waves. After evaluating (9)

asymptotically, one finds [Dreicer, 1960; Kulsrud et al., 1973; Parail and Pogutse,

1978; Benka, 1991]:

ED 1 2EU

11

(11)



where £}| is the applied electric field, and ED is the critical Dreicer's one. It is clear

that A = 0 for E^ - 0. When D # 0 , analytical expressions can be obtained from (9)

for the several limiting possible cases, but we will solve it numerically to show only

the important results. For the collisionless case (ED —> 0) , it can be seen that all the

distribution function will runaway, time allowing, and the flux for this case is:

A = 3/2 jL——E/,3'2. However, in the auroral region, the flight time of the

distribution function, inside the double-layer, is finite, and therefore only part of the

electrons will runaway to form the aurora.

4. Numerical Results and Discussions

For the general case of equation (9), a numerical evaluation of the quantity A

is necessary, the results will be shown below. Note that in the plots, we use as given

parameters either the critical velocity vc-vthe(ED/E,,)u2 or the Dreicer field

ED = meveivrhe Ie, normalized for the former case to vrhe or for the latter to E^.

The results of the numerical evaluation of quantity A for KAW, LHW, FMW,

IWW, and EMICW, normalized as

AN = A/(veivthef(0)) (12)

are shown in Figures 1-10, as a function of the normalized diffusion coefficient

Dl Dc . We consider the spectral width and the critical velocity as free quantities and

see how they affect A. We choose three values of critical velocity [Dreicer Field], in

12



order to model any possible situation that could occur in aurora, where there exists a

vast combination of density, magnetic field, electron and ion temperatures, and dc

electric field profiles.

We consider in Figure 1, for KAW, the high phase velocity/broad mode

spectrum situation (v^ =1.0 and v^ =6.0). The lower curve shown corresponds to

an dc electric field of EIED = -0.06, and the upper one to an dc electric field of

E/ED = - 5 . 0 . We see the general feature that the largest relative enhancement is

larger for the smaller electric field, corresponding to a critical velocity

V|j < vc ~ 4.08 < Vp, and vc = 0.50 < Vp, respectively, while the larger absolute

enhancement occurs for the larger field, corresponding to vc ~ 0.45 < v^. In this case

the runaway production is enhanced by many orders of magnitude for the lowest.

The LHW and IWW are damped by Landau interaction and will follow the

same feature of the KAW, however as we have seen before both modes have the

diffusion coefficient following different dependence in relation to the KAW case

[Melrose, 1980; Bens and Smith, 1987] and this different pattern will modify the

production rate features from the previous KAW one. This can easily be checked by

using these diffusion coefficients into (12), since the collision operator accounts for

both cases, naturally the resonance region should be changed accordingly.

In Figures 2 - 4 , just for comparison with the KAW case, we present the

runaway flux, using (12), enhanced by a broad spectrum of lower hybrid, whistler,

and fast magnetosonic waves, where the diffusion coefficient was given in the last

paragraph. Here, again we see the same general feature, found for KAW, that the

largest enhancement is larger for the smaller electric field, while the larger absolute

enhancement occurs for the larger field. Therefore, it seems that this general feature

13



should be expected for all plasma modes damped by Cherenkov interaction. The

results for the EMICW was not presented here but will follow the same pattern.

Now, in Figures 5 - 7, we show the runaway production rate for KAW but we

change the spectral shape. It is very clear from the plots that the production is weakly

dependent on the spectral shape to this mode and should also be for the other ones

leaving the calculations as non-necessary. The results shown in these plots are based

on a KAW - diffusion function of the form D(yt) = D™wv((y2
A/v{ - l)~a, with

a and /3 assuming the following values: in all three plots, the top curve corresponds

to a=0, P=l, the middle corresponds to a=- Vi and (3=1, and the bottom curve

corresponds to a=0, (3=0.

From our results, we can infer that the KAW can enhance the classical

runaway production rate from a small numerical factor up to several orders of

magnitude, since in cosmic plasmas the Alfven's speed ranges from 0 to the light's

speed [Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1973; Peratt, 1992], and this is also true for the other

MHD modes.

Concerning the saturation level of the runaway flux, shown in all plots, the

meaning is the following: when the saturation is reached, the distribution function is

in the plateau regime in the resonance region, that is; collisions are no more effective

to prevent the plateau formation created by the turbulent - induced, and then the

electrons cannot be accelerated anymore to the critical region in velocity space. After

the local plateau is formed, the remaining wave energy migrates to a different region

in configuration space where the local plateau is not yet formed so that the final

runaway beam has also a profile in space. As can be inferred from this discussion it is

important to know whether the wave energy input in space leads to bulk plasma

heating or production of a high-energy tail since, this would affect, for instance, the

1A



efficiency of KAW to cause SAR arc events [Lanzerotti et al., 1978]. The

enhancement of the runaway production is, as the plots show, sensitive to the

resonance width [spectral width][stronger dependence], then to the diffusion

amplitude [wave amplitude] [moderate dependence], and finally to the spectral shape

[wave spectral shape][weaker dependence].

Since D is a free parameter and Dc determined by the target plasma under

consideration, we have modelled all the regimes: D» Dc, D « Dc and D ~ Dc,

these regimes to the wave diffusion do not necessarily mean that we are considering

waves with strong, weak or moderate energy level, since in cosmic plasmas all level

of collision diffusion can be found: 0 < Dc «1, Dc » 0, and Dc ~ 0.

To close this section, we will show four plots related to the situation where

KAW plus LHW turbulence are present in the dc electric field region. From the plots

we see that a synergetic effect occur in this case, that is:

A(Dm ^0,0^* 0, £J! * 0) > A(DLH * 0, D^ = 0, £,, * 0)

+ A(DLH=0 DJM*O,£j,*O)

and for an arbitrary Cherenkov damped mode

MDWAVE * 0, Ei * 0) > A(DWAVE * 0, Ex = 0) + A(DWAVE = 0, £„ * 0)

Modes like surface, upper - hybrid, electron cyclotron, Bernstein, and electrostatic ion

cyclotron waves also enhance the electron/ion beam density generated by electrostatic

electric/magnetic field structures. For waves damped by cyclotron interaction the

15



pitch - angle scattering is not negligible and the ID model is not valid to model this

process since it is intrinsically a 2D problem in velocity space [Moghaddam - Taaheri

et al., 1985; Moghaddam - Taaheri et al., 1989; Melrose, 1986].

The plasma environment where this process occurs can be quite diverse, since

turbulence and electrostatic electric/magnetic field structures co-exist in cosmic

plasma such as star's coronas, planetary magnetospheres, pulsar magnetospheres,

extragalactic jets, stellar winds, and peculiar galaxies [Alfven and Carlqvist, 1967;

Carlqvist, 1979; Alfven, 1982; Moghaddam - Taaheri et al., 1985; Borovsky, 1986;

Melrose, 1986; Moghaddam - Taaheri and Vlahos, 1987; Falthammar, 1989b;

Moghaddam - Taaheri et al., 1989; Borovsky, 1993; de Assis and de Azevedo, 1993].

Electron Flux Enhancement in the Earth's Aurora

An important effect that should be observed in aurora, related to the results

presented in this paper, is the enhancement of auroral arc electron fluxes. Recent

rocket observations have shown that this enhancement in fact occurs, and during the

event Alfven wave turbulence was observed giving a clear indication that the

enhancement predicted in our model is correct, indeed [Khotyaintsev, 2000].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Normalised runaway electron flux log A , where log is the natural logarithm, versus normalised

diffusion coefficient, log(Dfol)v. / Dc) = log DkAw, for two different critical velocities vc (applied

electric field), considering the kinetic Alfven wave - KAW turbulence + electric field. From bottom to top,

the curves mean respectively: vc ~ 4, vc ~ 1 / 2 , where v r is normalised to the electron thermal

velocity. The resonance width is Av/; = 5 .

Figure 2: Normalised runaway electron flux log A versus normalised diffusion coefficient \ogDlhw for

the lower hybrid wave turbulence - LHW + field. Each curve corresponds to different critical velocities.

From bottom to top, the curves mean respectively: Vf — 18, vc — 10, vc = 6 . The resonance width is

Av,, = 17 .

Figure 3: Normalised runaway electron flux, log A, versus normalised diffusion coefficient logDjww for

the ion whistler wave turbulence - IWW+ field. Each curve corresponds to a different electric field. From

bottom to top, the curves mean respectively: vf —18, vc —10, vc — 6 . The resonance width is

Av/; = 17.

Figure 4: Normalised runaway electron flux, log A , versus normalised diffusion coefficient logZ) , for

the fast magnetosonic wave turbulence - FMW + field. Each curve corresponds to a different electric field.

From bottom to top, the curves mean respectively: vc — 18, vf — 10, Vc — 6 . The resonance width is

Av / / =5.
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Figure 5: Normalised runaway electron flux, log A , versus normalised diffusion coefficient \ogDkAw for

the KAW turbulence + field, when CC = 0, /3 = 1. The resonance width is Av/; = 1 and vc = 1.

Figure 6: Normalised runaway electron flux, log A , versus normalised diffusion coefficient log DkAw for

the KAW turbulence + field, when CC = —1/2, j8 = 1. The resonance width is Avt/ = 1 and vc ~ 0.3.

Figure 7: Normalised runaway electron flux, log A , versus normalised diffusion coefficient ]ogDkAw for

the KAW turbulence + field when CC = 0, j8 = 0 . The resonance width is Av/; = 1 and vf = 0 . 1 .

Figure 8: Normalised runaway electron flux, log A , versus normalised diffusion coefficients

logDfc4wand \ogDlhw for the combination among KAW + LHW turbulence + field, where the

resonance width are respectively Av/; = 4 and Avt/ ~ 6 . The critical velocity is vc = 0 . 1 .

Figure 9: Normalised runaway electron flux, log A , versus normalised diffusion coefficients

log DkAw and log Dlhw for the combination among lhw turbulence KAW + LHW + field, where the

resonance width are respectively Av;/ = 4 and Av;/ ~ 6 . The critical velocity is vc = 1

Figure 10: Normalised runaway electron flux, log A , versus normalised diffusion coefficients

logZ)Mlvand \ogDlhw for the combination among KAW + LHW turbulence + field, where the

resonance width are respectively Av;/ ~4 and Av/f ~ 6 . The critical velocity is v r ~ 0 . 3 .
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